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Abstract
In this paper, we study the parallel replacelllent problem for multiple assets. Assets are linked to-
gether by periodic stochastic demand. The objec.tive is to find an optimal asset replacement schedule
. .
along with-me· periodic utilization schedule for each asset over some finite horizon. A stochastic dy-
namic programming model, based on the age and cumulative utilization level of assets, is used as a
base model for the problem. Being combinatorial in nature, the solutio~ search space of the problem
increases exponentially wi~h an increase in the number of assets and utilization levels. Here, we propose
an algorithm which uses demand allocation and replacement decision approximation methods to reduce
the search space. Once replacement decisions are made, demand is allocated to the available assets using
. an embedded dynamic programming algorithm. Computational results show that these two approaches
in conjunction reduce the searcli-spacesighificantly andean efficiently solve large scale problems involv-_
ing large number of assets and discrete utilization levels. A three assets example with time invariant
economics is used to illustrate the efficiency of the proposed approach.
Keywords: Parallel Replacement Analysis, Dynamic P1ogJ:amming
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Chapter'!
Introduction
1.1 Replacement Analysis
Manufacturing and service firms tely on their capital equipment, such as machines or vehicles, for the
production and delivery of goods and services. Thus, sound decisions concerning assets are essential
to continued productivity and profitability. An important strategic decision faced by these industries
includes an optimal asset replacement schedule which minimizes purchase, operating and maintenance
(O&M) costs less salvage values over the fores~eable future. Motivation for asset replacement is generally
due to either deterioration or obsolescence., Physical deterioration of an asset increases O&M costs and
decreases the salvage value. Technological improvements are generally measured either in terms of
increased revenue or decreased cost of procurement and operation of the new technology.
An underlining assumption generally used to evaluate these cost is having a pre-determined utilization
level of assets over their useful life. But asset utilization affects operating and maintenance (O&M) costs
and salvage values, which in turn influence replacement schedules. Thus, operational decision involving
periodic utilization of assets, made simultaneously with replacement decisions, can provide lower cost
solutions.
Replacement analysis can be divided into two categories, serial and parallel replacement. In serial
replacement analysis there is no economic interdependence among assets and their replacement decisions
can be made separately. For the related literature, see, e.g., Terqogh [1], Hopp and Nair[2][3], Oakford
et al [4], Fraser and Posey [5J, Sethi and Chand [6], among others.
In the parallel replacement analysis, ~sets are interdependent and linked due to various factors, such
as serviCe requiremen.ts, econbmies of scale and budget control. Different interdependence patterns yield
different problems. Hartman and Lohmann [7] analyzed a parallel replacement problem which required
2·
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satisfying a pre-specified demand along with rationing constraints. Karbakal et al [8] discuss a parallel
replacement problem with capital budgeting interdependence. Problems involving economy of scale were
introduced by. Jones et al. [9] and further studied by Tang et al.[10] and Chen [11].
~ ;
1.2 Contributions
Most of the previous research on replacement analysis considers fixed or predetermined utilization levels
for assets over their life. They do not define replacement strategies based on utilization or examine
the cases of uncertain utilization. Vander Veen [12] was the first to examine the joint utilization and
replacement problem. He used mixed integer programming model to solve the· joint problem. Due
to .ponential growth in number of variables, he used a heuristic based on dynamic programming to
approximate larger problems.
Hartman [13] presents a stochastic dynamic programming solution for the single asset replacement
problem, where the periodic utilization of asset was uncertain. Essentially, the asset utilization level is a
reaction to demand, which may be random. He also defined the economic life frontier 6f an asset, defined
by age and cumulative utilization level. In [14], he presents an efficient stochastic dynamic programming
solution to determine the optimal replacement schedules and utilization levels for two assets that operate
in parallel over a finite horizon under stochastic demand. Despite four state variables (age and cumulative
utilization of each asset) in the dynamic program formulation, he shows that the solution space can be
divided into three sets (say A,B and C). If an asset falls in set, say A, then the decision is to keep the
asset regardless of the state of the other asset, if it belongs to. set C decision is to replace the asset. "
Closer examination of the solution is required if an asset (age and utilization) lies in the set B. This
drastically reduced the amount of information to be examined. In [15J, he solves a linear program (LP)
model of replacement problem by using a piece-wise approximation to the linear costs. Both the DP
and LP models suffer from an exponential increase in the number of variables.
Hartman [16J presents an integer programming formulation providing a general information for merg-
ing operation and replacement decisions. Galati. [17J relaxed the discretization of periodic utilization
levels of assets. He considers asset utilization as a continuous variable. He too models the two asset
replacement problem with variable utilization and used geometric programming technique to solve the
non-linear model. The use of a continuous utilization variable- had obvious advantages in findinga~ore
cost effective policy, but the method struggles in finding integer solutions.
In this thesis we study parallel replacement analysis. Here, assets are categorized based on their
age· and cumulative utilization levels. Asset utilization is considered a decisibn variable. Thus~tactical
replacement decisions are analyzed in light of operational decisions involving the peri6dicutilization of
. .. .
..: 3
assets. This study is an extension of Hartman's [14] model. An attempt is made to use it for larger
sized problem involving three or more assets and higher number of discrete utiliza~ion levels per asset
per period. Certain techniques are incorporated to curb the exponential increase in the problem size.
The methods are discussed and validated using computational testing.
In chapter 2 we discuss the art of formulating and solving problems using dynamic programming
technique. In addition we also look at the various types of cost functions. In chapter 3 we define our
problem followed by an in-depth look into the generalized stochastic dynamic programming model. In
chapter 4 we discuss the curse of dimensionality involved with the base model and propose our algorithm
involving the demand allocation and decision approximation methods. In chapter 5 we examine and
compare computational efficiency of our proposed algorithm to others using an example of a 3 assets
replacement problem. We end this report with conclusions and suggestions for future research.
. ,4
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Dynamic Programming
Life can only be understood going backwards,
but it must be lived going forwards.
Kierkegaard
Dynamic programming (DP) has quite a different form than the other types of mathematical pro-
gramming. Instead of an objective function and constraints, dynamic programming models consists of
.a collection of equations that describe a sequential decision process.
The process begins in an initial state, the first decision moves it to a second state, and then continues
through alternating decisions and states until final state is reached.. For a given problem the model must
provide:
• Mathematical vectors that provide state and decision informations.
• Initial and final state decisions (boundary conditions)
.' Transition functions that map the current st~e and decision" to the next state in the sequence
(recursive formula)
• The objective function that evaluates the decision
Many problems are naturally described as a sequential decision process and are ready candidates for
a D! solution. DP has an advantage over other formulations in that it does' not require linearity..
. f
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With an increase in the number of state variables, to model a system, the number of discrete states
and therefore the effort required to solve DP grows exponentially. This difficulty with DP is the curse
of dimensionality . There are three approaches to reduce the exponential growth in effort, they are
• reduce the number of state variables
• reduce the average number of discrete values for each state varia1;>le
• reduce the effort 'required to identify decisions for each discrete state
Besides these three basic approaches, there are variety of other techniques that may significantly
reduce the computational effort of some problems. These include, solving a sequence of problems with
increasing difficulty, eliminating from consideration uninteresting areas of the state-space, portioning
the original problem into smaller separable problems, or creatively choosing variables used to model the
system[18]
DP formulation and approximation techniques are hip?hly problem specific. Some of the widely applied
approximation methods are Lagrangian relaxation methods that help to reduce the number of problem
constraints. The method of successive approximation is used in reducing the number of state variables.
Some of the practical applications of dynamic programming to complex problems involve the dual curse
of large dimensions and lack of an accurate mathematical model. A breakthrough for such problems
came from simulation-based approximation techniques often referred as "neuro-dynamic programming"
or "reinforcement learning". For the related literature see Bertsekas[19][20], White [21] and Ross [22].
Here, we examine a novel problem to understand the art of formulating the solution of problems in
terms of dynamic programming recurrence relations. It is a simple resource allocation problem solved
, .
by using DP method in the text written by Dreyfus et al [23]. The reason we chose this example is
because the periodic demand allocation in our parallel replacement problem is analogous to this resource
allocation problem.
The simplest resource allocation problem is as follows. You are given X units of resource and told
that this resource must be distributed among N activities. You are also given N data tables ri(x) (for
i = 1, .. " Nand X= 0,1, ... ,X) representing the returns realized from an allocation of x units of resource
. to activity i. The problem is to allocate all of the X units ofresource to the activities so as to maximize
the total return. Mathematically,
maximize
6
N
:L ri(xi)
i=l
(2.1)
Nsuch that LXi = X
i=l
(2.2)
Although the choice of the solution set Xi, i = 1, ... ,·N, seems to be a single decision made at a
particular time, to use dynamic programming we view he problem differently. Having designated the
actiyities b~ arbitrary but fixed numbers from 1 to N, we take the X units ofresource and first allocate
an· amount Xl to activity 1. Then we allocate X2 units of the remaining X - Xl units of resource to
activity 2, then X3 Units of resources to activity 3, etc.. The optimal value function is given by:
!k(X) = the maximum return obtainable from activities k through
N, given X units of resource remaining to be allocated
(2.3)
By the principle of optimality, which refers to the fact, that given the current state, an optimal policy
for the remaining stages is independent of the
policy adopted in previous stages, the recurrence relation appropriate to definition (2.3) is:
(2.4)
Where Xk is the allocation to activity k and !k (x) must be computed for X=0, ... ,X. A~d the boundary
condition is
(2.5)
The optimal answer is It (X).
In the context of our multiple asset parallel replacement problem, the periodic demand can be seen as
the resource and the assets as activities. An additional constraint limits the maximum asset utilization
per period. The DP procedure employed for our problem is similar to what we discussed above. We will
discuss the details later in chapter 3.
\ ....
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2.2 Cost Assumptions
An asset over its physical life incurs cost in three forms (a) purchru;;e cost, (b) operating and maintenance
cost and (c) salvage value. Cost functions that represent these factors influence the optimal replacement
schedule and utilization level per period in the parallel replacement problem. To get an insight of the
trade-offs involved in the problem, here we examine the possible functions that represent these factors.
Based on real life observations, assumptions are made about the trend of these three cost functions.
Operating and maintenance costs are assumed to be non-decreasing functions of age and cumulative
utilization of an asset. The purchase cost is also a non~decreasing function of time t. And the common
assumption for the salvage value is that it is a non-increasing function of age and cumulative utilization
of an asset. Though O&M costs and salvage values are dependent on age, it can observed that cumulative
utilization (u) of an asset is a dominant parameter. Thus, we will observe the variation of O&M cost
and salvage value with respect to cumulative utilization (u) only in the following discussion.
Any non-decreasing polynomial function of time t can be used to represent the purchase cost, such
as f p (t) = A+BtC , where A,B and C are non-negative parameters. The function parameters are often
found through some best fit algorithm using previous data or some sort of knowledge-based system.
Figure 2.1 shows the possible trends of function when (a) 0 < C < 1, (b) C = 1, and (c) C > 1. The
different cases can be attributed to supply and demand, technological change and consumer sentiment.
~
cost
cumulative utilization
cost
cumulative utiljzation
cost
cumulative utilization
(a) (b)
Figure 2.1: Purchase costs as a function of time.
(c)
O&M cost function treJ,lds' can also be examined using non-decreasing polynomial function fO&M (t) =
A + BtC , where A,B and C are non-negative parameters. fu figure 2.2 (a) has a decreasing derivative
with 0 < C. < 1, (b) is linear with C =1, and (c) has an increasing derivative, when C> 1. The three
cases represent the relative O&M costs increment of an asset at the.~arly, middle and late stagesof its
physical life. 'Case .(a)" might represent assets that must "warm up" for use, such that costs actually
decreases (on a per unit basis) with increased utilization. Case (c) represent assets that deteriorat~
8
faster with increased usage and case (b) is when the asset O&M cost variation with utilization remains
constant.
cost
cumulative utilization
cost
cumulative utilization
cost
cumulative utilization
w ~ W
Figure 2.2: Operating and maintenance cost as a function of cumulative utilization.
We consider the salvage value cost function as continuous and non-decreasing function. It can also be
well represented by polynomial function f p (t) = A-BtC , where A,B and C are non-negative parameters.
Again, the three cases can be mathematically explained as three characteristic functions attributed to
the parameter. In physical life case (a) represents slow decline in assets salvage value with increased
utilization (0 < C < 1), (b) is a linear decline in salvage value (C = 1) and case (c) represents an
exponential decay (C > 1).
cost
cumulative utilization
e cost
cumulative utilizatidft
cost
cumulative utilization
w ~ W
Figure 2:3: Salvage value as a function of cumulative utilization.
Above, we examined three possible cases in each of the' cost factors included in the parallel replace-
ment problem. Note, one type of cost function representing one factor is independent to the other
function representing other cost factor. This results in 27 possible combinations of the cost functions
representing the three cost factors. Rep~acement schedules and periodic demand allocat~on depends o~
the three cost function combinations. Thus, the study of these tfuee factors are essential to analyze the
replacement problem for any service firm or manufacturing company.
9
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.Chapter 3
Parallel Replacement Problem
3.1 Problem Definition
We consider the problem of a firm owning multiple assets and trying to decide whether to keep the assets
it currently owns or to replace them (any number) by new assets. The firm has to satisfy the stochastic
demand at each period. The firm decides about the number of assets it should have by examining the
maximum possible demand that could occur in any period over the horizon. The number of assets should
be so chosen so that they can collectively fulfill the maximum demand. Once the number of assets (say
n) are determined, it remains constant for all period though assets could be replaced.
Each asset is defined by their age and their cumulative utilization level. The state of the system in
any period is an aggregation of all the n asset states. The firm begins with a given st,ate, that is, age
and cumulative. utilization levels of all if the n assets are known. The firm traverses from one period
to the next by making decisions at the beginning and end of each period. Replacement decisions are
made at the end of each period or equivalently at the beginning of next period. For each period the
decision is twofold. First a decision is made about asset replacement. Any 'number of assets, 0 to n,
. . .
, can be replaced by a challenger. If any asset reaches its limiting age or utilization level it has to be
replaced. If there are replacements, a purchase cost proportional to the number of assets replaced less
their salvage values are incurred. We now have a new state of the system with some new assets. After
the replacement decisions are made a demand is realized and then the second stage decision of demand
allocation is taken. It decides how the current set of assets should be utilized so that the demand is
"
fulfilled. Demand allocation decisiori incurs the operating and maintenance cost based on how ?Ssets
, ~~
are utilized. By making these two decision the system moves to the next period. This goes on until the
. . . .
:-~~~system-reaGhes-the-ho~izon-where--alLtha.assetsiLowruLare_assumed_toJ)J~L~QIL__.
~
lO
We model this problem as a finite horizon non-stationary two stage decision process. We will use
Hartman's [14] stochastic'dynamic programming formulation procedure as our base model for our prob-
lem.
3.2 Notation
Pt(i,j) = purchase cost of an i-period old asset with cumulative utilization j at time tj
St(i,j) = salvage value of an i- period old asset with cumulative utilizat~on jat time tj
Ct(i,j,u) = operating and maitenance cost of an i-period old asset with cumulativeIutilization j utilized during time t 'at level u ;
Kt = fixed cost charge if asset purchased at time tj /
dm,t = demand level m in period tj ! "l
"'.
p(dm,t) = probability of demand dm,t in period tj
D = number of demand levels in each period
0: = one period discount factor
N = maximum allowable age of an asset
M = maximum allowable cumulative utilization of an asset I
T = horizon time ~
Ut = maxiI?um utilization level of an asset in period t
<I>T = set of all possible combinations of r assets out of n assets chosen
to be replaced. Number of elements in the set is equal to C;:
\liT = it is one set of r assets chosen to be replaced (one element of set <I>T)
\liT' = it is a complimentary set of \liT. It consists of those assets decided to be kept
3.3 Assumptions
1. We assume that an asset is always replaced by a new asset (challenger). Thus we can substitute
.Pt(i,j) by Pt in our formulation.
2. Purchase costs occur at the beginning of the period. Salvage values at the end of the period.
3. Operating and maintenance costs are incurred at the end of the period.
4. All assets are sold at the end of the horizon; a boundary condition for the finite horizon problem.
r 11
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3.4 Stochastic Dynamic Programming Formulation
In the DP formulation each time period or decision period over the horizon is considered a stage.
The states of the DP are defined by the age, i, and cumulative utilization level, j, of each asset in
a period. For example, if we have n assets, the state of the system will be defined by 2n arguments
(i1,j1, i2,h, ... ,in,jn). The dynamic program determines optimal keep and replace decisions in addition
to the optimal asset utilization in each period.
An asset m~y be retained untilit reaches age N, or cumulative utilization M, at which time it must
be replaced. Periodic utilization level are indexed from minimum level it through the maximum level
lm, which assumes lm :::; M. These levels are indexed by dividing the actual utilization levels by the
difference between successive levels of periodic utilization. For instance if it is possible that an asset
may be utilized to produce either 200-0, 3000 or 4000 parts in a given period, then the possible levels of
utilization are it = 2, l2 =3, and l3 = 4, and each index of utilization represents 1000 parts. Regardless
of the utilization measUre, such as miles driven or parts produced per period they may be indexed
accordingly.
Here, we show the generalized stochastic DP model for n assets. The cost function that is additive
over time and discounted to time zero is defined as follows:
~-~~~-~-~--~~~~-~-~---~------
ft(i 1,h, i2,h, ... ,in,jn) = minimum expected net present value of costs when starting
with n assets of states (i1,j1), (i2,h), ..., (in,jn) (3.1)
at time t and choosing optimal decisions through time T.
Recursive Equation:
ft(i1>j1, i2,h, ... ,in,jn) = m}n{~f{Kt +rPt - ~xE'lJr St (ix,jx) +Q ~~=1 p(dm,t)
[min'lL!,U2, ... ,Un {~xE'lJr' Ct (ix,jx, ux) + ~YE'lJr Ct (0,0, uy) (3.2)
f (+ -+ '-+ -+ .+ .+)}]}}+ t+1 21 , J1 ,22 ,J2 , ... ,2n .In
State Increment:
it = . i x +1
it = ix +Ux
12
}Vx E'lIr '
..
(3.3)
.-----------~l,.:__ --.-~-:-:-.--- --; ~_
. .
1 (3.4)
As this is a finite horizon problem, a boundary condition is· assigned to period T representing the
sale of all the assets after the final period, as follows:
n
h(i1,jl,i2 ,h,o .. ,in,jn) = - ESr(ix,jx)
x=~
(3.5)
For each period, the assets should meet the demand. If Ul,t,and U2,t are the utilization levels of the
two assets in period t, then they are bonded together by following constraints:
Ul,t +U2,t + ... +U2,t = dm,t \:1m = 1,2, ... ,D, Vt = 0, 1, ... ,T - 1
\:Ix = 1,2, ...n, \:It = 0, 1, ... ,T-1
(3.6)
(3.7)
It can been seen that the problem posses an exponential growth in the decision variables with an
increase in the number of assets. The first stage decision is to keep or replace ~sets. For two asset case
we will have four possible combinations, keep both assets (KK), replace both assets (RR) or to keep one
and replace other (KR and RK). Similarly, for n assets we will have 2npossible decision choices. for
. example for n = 3, we will have eight choices. Keep all (KKK), replace' all (RRR), keep one and replace
two (KRR,· RKR and RRK) or keep two and replace one (K~R, KRK and RKK). The second stage
decision at each period is to allocate the periodic demand to the available assets.
This formulation can further be generalized to the case of allowing Used asset purchases (or multi-
ple challengers) 'and also for non-homogeneous assets. To model these situations, additional notation
labelling challenger with respect to age, cumulative utilization and asset type would be required. If the
assets are not homogeneous, then subscripts may be added to the purchase, O&M costs and salvage val- .
ues to different assets. The solution procedure would not be altered with these generalization, however,
the problem:will be larger.
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Inle/mediale Node
1sl Slage decision period (1+1)
Figure 3-1: Network structure for 3 asset replacement problem with two demand levels
3.5 State Space,
The network structure of state space growth in the DP formulation of the parallel replacement problem
is shown Figure 3.1 (3 asset case). Table 3.1 gives an estimate of the number of ensuing nodes in the next
period from anyone node of the current period. For the three asset example, from anyone node No, we
have eight replacement decision alternatives to choose from in the first stage. The second stage decision
depends on the demand. For any given demand all possible combination of asset utilization levelS leads to
the next periods nodes. For example ifwe have three assets and a demand of 8 units for periodt. The pos-
sible integer numeric set that sum to 8 units are as follows {(0,5,3)j(0,4,4)j(1,5,2)j(1,4,3);(~,3,3);(2,4,2)}.
" ,
This results in 27 possible utilization level combinations of three assets to satisfy the demand of 8 units
per decision type. Considering the case of probabilistic demand, for example if the periodic demand is
, either 8 or 12, the demand of 12 units leads, to another 10 choices per decision alternative. The number
of combinations increases with the number of assets and with the permitted utilization levels of assets
in one period. In Table 3.1 we see the growth in the number of ensuing nodes from one node with a
deterministiC demand. We have d = 8, T = 10 and Ut = 5.
, 14
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3-.2: State consolidation network
Table 3.1 State space growth with two stage decisions combined
Decision alternatives first ensuing nodes/decision type
No. of assets (n) . total new nodes
stage decision K/R (2n ) (utilization combination)
2 4 3 12
3 8 27 216
4 16 125 2000
5 32 420 13440
10 1024 23760 24330240
Hartman[14] discusses three inherent non-obvious properties' to reduce the growth in the state space.
The first situation requires an assumption about the periodic utilization levels of the individual assets. If
the 'utilization levels (Ul,t, U2,t, ... ,Ut) are equally spaced then the assets may achieve similar cumulative
utilization states although their previous periodic utilization lewls may have been different (as shown in
Figure 3.2(a) for two asset case with two possible utilization levels). Second, if single assets. have shnil~
states in the same period a reduction ofstates is achieved based on replacing the other assets, see Figure
3.2(b). Third, the decision to replace both assets from any state leads to the same ensuing states with
assets of age 1 and their respective utilization levels.
The observations are relevant and indeed help in reducing the state space growth. But its significance
can be realized only if the number of assets are few. An additional. approach has to be taken to ClJIb
this exponential increase in the state space. This paper proposes and validates some approaches which
we will discuss in chapter 4.
15
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Chapter'4
Solution Strategy
In this chapter, we will explore strategies to reduce the state space and then use DP algorithm to solve
parallel replacement problem. The algorithm will be explained with an aid of an example in chapter 5.
4.1 Reduction by Replacement Decision ApRroximation
The asset replacement decision is a first stage decision realized at the beginning of each period. The
number of decision choices increases exponentially with an increase in the number of assets (see Table
4.1). for example if we have three assets maximum number of decision choices are 8 {(KKK), (KKR),
(KRK), (RKK) , (KRR) , (RKR) , (RRK) , (RRR)}. It is maximum because if an asset has reached its
limiting utilization or limiting age, some of the decision choices can not be considered.
Table 4.1 Decision Choice increment with number of assets
No. of assets No. of decision choices (2n ) No. of decision types (n + 1)
2 4 3
3 8 4
4 16 5
5 32, 6
10 1024 11
The idea is to decrease this exponentially increasing number of decision choices (2n ) to a polynomial
(n +1) decision alternatives. The number of decision types for n assets will be n +1 and will be defined
by {(replace none), (replace one) , ... , (replace all)}. The problem is how to decide which r assets should
be replaced when the decision alternative is of type r (r type decision means to replace r assets out of
16
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n assets). This is done using the economic life frontier of the assets. First we look at the definition of
economic life frontier before we explore how it helps in making the first stage decision.
4.1.1 Economic Life Frontier
The economic life frontier is defined by age and cumulative utiliza~ion combinations(Hartman[15]). It
defines a policy that if an asset reaches or surpasses this frontier it should be replaced or else it might
be kept.
The justification of the frontier is based on certain theorems derived from following assumptions.
1. Ct(i, j, Ut) 2: 0 is non-decreasing in i,j and Ut for fixed t
2. St(i,j) 2: 0 is non-increasing in i,j for fixed with Pt =St(O, 0)
3. Ct (i, j, ut} + St (i, j) is non-decreasing in i,j and Ut for fixed t
The above two assumptions support the following lemma and theorems. See Hartman[15] for proofs
Lemma 1 The minimum expected net present value ft(i,j,ut-1J"w non-decreasing in i andj for fixed
Ut-l and t if the first two assumptions are valid.
With this lemma the following two theorems define optimal decisions ·for various asset States. These
theorem require one additional assumption (assumption 3) concerning costs in that the sum of operating
and salvage values are non-decreasing. This implies that the rate of increase in the operating costs is
higher than the ratEil of decrease in salvage values and thus, a threshold policy exists because once a state
is reached where it is optimal to replace an asset, no higher state (greater age/or greater cumulative
utilization) exists such that the optimal decision is to keep the asset. This notion is formalized in the
following two theorems (see Hartman [15] for proof) which leads to the formal definition of economic life
of an asset, termed the "economic life frontier"
Theorem 2 If the optimal decision to the stochastic dynamic program is to replace an asset in state
(i, j 1 Ut-d at time t, then the optimal policy is to replace any asset in state (i', j' ,Ut-l) where i' ~ i and
l ~ j at time t when all the three assumptions are satisfied
Theorem 3 If the optimal decision to the stochastic dynamic program is· to keep an asset in state
ci,j, Ut-l) at time t, then the optimal policy is to replace any asset in state (i',j', Ut-l) where i' :::; i and
j' :::; j at time t when all the three assumptions are satisfied
The existence of economic life frontier is guaranteed if the three assumptions hold. We will now
discuss how it is"used in our decision type approach. Suppose we have a decisi~n type r (r = 0,1, ... ,n),
17
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that is to replace r out of n assets. Then the decision to choose which r assets to be replaced depends
on the position of all n assets relative to the economic life frontier. There are three possible cases as
follows:
1. Only r assets lie on or above the frontier
2. More than r assets lie on or above the frontier
3. Less than r assets lie on or above the frontier
In case 1, the decision is obvious to replace all r assets on or above the frontier. In case 2 possible
combinations of r assets among all the asset on or above the frontier are examined for minimal cost.
In case 3, all assets above the frontier are replaced and to select the rest of assets to replace, so that
sum equals r, all possible asset combination from the assets below frontier line are compared. The
combination with the least cost is chosen.
The economic life frontier is also dependent on decision type. Since the purchase cost only include
a fixed charge, K t , then developing a frontier must include this factor. If the decision alternative is to
replace 1 asset then the purchase cost will be Pt +Kt . Similarly if the decision alternative is to replace r
assets, then the purchase cost will be Pt +~ . The frontier shifts inward with an increase in the value
r.
The mapping of decision choices to decision types significantly reduces the state space but adds some
additional calculations associated with frontier generation. Now we look at the other approach proposed
_to reduce the state space.
.. 4.2 Reduction by Demand Allocation Approximation
In a given period, au asset can be utilized between its mininl1.im (0) and maximum ('lit) periodic utilization
" . .
limit. After the first stage replacement decision, each asset is allocated a utilization level. The utilization
allocation for each aSset is such that the combined utilization satisfies the demand constraint. All such
combinations leads to the new states (nodes) in the ensuing period.
. .
For example, if we have three assets each with 'lit = 5 units and the periodic demand is 8 units,
then the number of feasible comhinations of these three assets utilization level for each decision type are
27. Now consider the castf stochastic demand. For each probable de~ahd there will be a significaIl:t
number of total feasible combinations. This results in rapid state space growth.
. . . . ~
Enumeration of all possible utilization combination .is required because we do not know' how the
. . - .. .
assets will be u!>ed in the following period. If somehow we can find future decisions taken on these assets
and can include those while making the utilization decision on these asset at a giveJ1. period, then each
18·
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period (t+1)
Figure 4-1: State space growth by enumeration method
period demand allocation problem can be solved independently and optimally. This is where we use our
first approximation. We encapsulate future decisions. on each asset by assuming that all assets are sold
at the end of a decision period. The assets which are kept in the following period are repurchased at the
cost with which they were sold. With this approximation we can determine the periodic asset utilization
by DP. Figures 4.1 and 4.2, using a two asset example with demand of 8 units in period t, show the state
space reduction gained by this approach in comparison to the enumeration method. Note a* implies
the optimal asset utilization determined by DPalgorithm for the current period with the approximation
~ ~-
method. Again to compare, if we have three assets and, demand is 8 units, then the number of possible
• • ., - ., ~I_' • •
states in the next peri?d for each first stage decision will be 27, By the approximation method it will-
. .
be only one. In the next section we wil,l discuss the embedded dynarrtic programming used to solve the
allocation problem.
4.2.1 Embedded Dynamic Programming
Our task is to divide a periodic demand of dm,t into n assets. To encapsulate future decisions made on
each assets in the .following period we. assume that all the assets are salvaged at the: end of the decision
period. The objective function is to minimize the O&M costs incurred during this period, t, defined as
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Figure 4-2: State space growth by demand allocation approximation
follows Ul,t:
(4.1)
where il> is an approximation to the future decision which in our case can be defined by:
The demand constraint and utilization limit constraiiltare as follows:
Ul,i + U2,t+ : .. +Un,t lim,t \:1m = 0-, ... ,D
Uk,t < '1ft \:Ik = 1, ... ,n
(4.3)
(4.4)
We treat this problem same as the resource allocation problem discussed in section 2.1. It is an n
stage DP problem where each asset corresponds to one stage. The decision v~riables are Uk,t.which are
the utilization level assigned to asset k (k = 1, ... ,n) in period t (t is fixed). The value function is defined
'-
" .
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by:
A(x) = the minimum cost obtainable by assigning x units of demand to assets k, k + 1, ... ,n. (4.5)
Constraints in this formulation are the periodic utilization limit imposed on each asset and the
demand fulfillment constraint. The demand constraint is inherently taken care in the way the allocation
is done using DP procedure. The limit constraint is taken care too by the way formulation is done. In
the following recursive equation observe the way limit constraint is imposed.
A(x) = min. _. [Ct(ik,jk,Uk,t)-St(ik+1,jk+Uk,t)+h+l(x-Uk,t)] (4.6).
Uk,t=O, 1, ... mm(Ut,x)
h(x) must be computed for Uk,t = 0, 1, ... ,min(Ut, x). The boundary condition is given by:
( ) _{ Ct(in,jn,Un,t)-St(in+l,jn+un,t) \:Ix=O, ... ,Ut }In X - _
A very large value (infinity) \:Ix = Ut + 1, ... ,dm,t
The optimal answer is It (dm,t).
4.3 Reduction Achieved
(4.7)
By incorporating these two approaches we can significantly reduce the state space. To appreciate it
better let us compare the number of nodes (states) in the period t + 1, diverging out from one state
at any period t. For this we again take an example of 3 assets with demand of 8 units. As can bee
seen in Table 4.2, oui' approach leads to 11 possible states in comparison to 24330240 states from the
,
enumeration approach. Also, Figure 4.3 shows the new network structure.
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.Figure 4-3: Representative network generated by proposed method for 3 Mset case
Table 4.2 State space growth comparison
Enumeration Method Proposed Approach
n 1st stage 2nd stage total (xl) 1st stage 2nd stage total (x2)
2 4 3 12 3 1 3
3 8 27 216 4 1 4
4 16 125 2000 5 1 5
5 32 420 13440 6 1 6
10 1024 23760 24330240 11 1 11
4.4 Solution Algorithm
The contributions of this study are the methods to reduce the search space. Once all possible states are
determined then the conventional backward DP algorithm is used to solve the optimal replacemellt and
utilization schedule for parallel replacement problem. In Figure 4.4, we show with an aid of flow chart,
how the node generation,is done from one period to another. Due to space limit we will show how nodes
in period t +1 are generated from one node in period t.
po
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A node (state) in period t
Decision type for r = 0
r
The frontier corresponding to
decision alternative r is examined
and appropriate assets are selected
for replacement"r*
r
r=r+l
Random demand
r*
no
Embedded DP algorithm is executed
to find optimal asset utilization
schedule for given decision type r*
and demand d
u*
A new state using r* and u* is
Created for period t+I
yes
stop
Figure 4-4: Flowchart representing state generation by the proposed algorithm
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Chapfer 5
Comparative Results and Analysis
In this chap~er, we will solve a numerical example of the asset replacement problem to illustrate our
algorithm. An optimal replacement and utilization schedulE,:! obtaine~ by the exhaustive search DP
algorithm will be used as a benchmark to compare the results obtained by the proposed algorithm.
The algorithm proposed in this study uses the two discussed approximations. We will also examine the
solution and computational efficiency of one approximation at a time i.n conjunction with the exhaustive
DP algorithm. A decision relaxed version of the proposed algorithm will also be tested. In addition to
the above five approaches, we wiifalso'look at two policies, generally applied to allocate periodic d~mand
to the available assets.
5.1 Three Asset ~eplacementProblem
A utility firm owns three vehicles to meet yearly demand of travelling distance. It starts up with three
vehicles of ages 1,2 and 3 years old. The corresponding mileages on these three vehicles are 3000, 8000
and 12000 miles. The firm wants to determine the optimal replacement and utilizatIon (in this case
miles driven) schedule of its three vehicles over ::period of 10 years. Each year a demand is realized
which is either 10,000 miles with probability 0.6 pr 12;000 miles with probability 0.4. Th~se vehicle ar~
driven that they collectively satisfy the probabilistic demand every. year. A vehicle can travel '0, 1000,
2000, 3000, 4000 or 5000 miles per year. It is assumed that l). vehicle must be ,replaced once it reaches ,5
years of age or 25,000 miles.
•A new vehicle costs $18,000 and a fixed cost of $2000 is charged for every purchase Qrder. Salvage
, . .
value ~ vehicles' d~pends on their age and m11eage. The salvage value drops 2.5 'percen~ in value each
.' ,
year, regardless of the am~unt utilized and falls an additional 1.3 percent for each increment of 1,000
miles surpassed. The function can be written as follows:
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S(i, j) = 15000(1 - 0.025i - 0.013j)
Here i represents the age of vehicle and j (0,1,2, .. ,25) represents its cumulative mileage in thousands.
The operating and maintenance cost function is assumed as follows:
C(i, j, u) = 1000 + 200i +30j + 5u(2j)1.5
(
Here u is number of 1000 miles driven in the current year. Parameters of O&M cost function are so
chosen that it satisfies the assumptions (refer 4.4) required to ~enerate economic life frontier.
The firm has a policy to always buy new vehicles. The utility firm makes its replacement decision at
the end of a year and its operational decision at the beginning of a year. A discount rate of 10 percent
is assumed.
5.2 Results
The above problem is solved using following six distinct algorithms. Note in all the following algorithms
the state of the firm (node) is defined by the age and mileage of its three assets. The state of the system
changes every year and is dependent on the two stage decision, the replacement decision followed by a
utilization decision.
5.2.1 Exhaustive DP Search Algorithm
We first solve the above problem using an exhaustive search DP algorithm. At any state the firm first
makes a k~p/ieplace decision for all its three vehicles. With the realization of q.emand (lO.or 12 units),
the firm allocates miles to its assets to be driven in the current year. ,For 10 units of demand there are
21 possible utilIZatIon combinations. Similarl:v for .12 units of demand we c!).n have 10 possible utility'
combhiations. Thus, from each state in any given year the firm can reach 248 new states in the following
year. Each transition incurs both a decision cost in the form of purchase cost and salvage vah!eand
q.emand allocation cost in the form of O&M COl?t. Nodes are generated for 10 years and then all,the
vehicles are salvaged. Then by exhaustive search backward DP algorithm we find the opthnal path to
reach the horizon with the given state of th..e firm at time O. The opthnal replacement and utilization
schedule obtained by this algorithm is given in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Optimal schedule using exhaustive search DP algorithm
Year vehicle 1 vehicle 2 vehicle 3 Decision
il jl i2 j2 i3 j3
0 1 3 2 8 3 12 KRR
1 2 7 1 1 1 5 KKK
2 3 7 2 6 2 10 KKK
3 4 12 3 11 3 10 RRR
4 1 0 1 5 1 5 KKK
5 2 5 2 5 2 10 KKK
6 3 10 3 10 3 10 RRR
7 1 0 1 5 1 5 KKK
8 2 5 2 5 2 10 KKK
9 3 10 3 10 3 10 RRR
5.2.2 Demand Allocation Approximation
In this algorithm we do not consider all possible utilization combinations of the vehicles for a given
demand. Miles are allocated by solving an allocation problem for each 9-ecision using an embedded DP
algorithm and assuming all assets are sold at the end of the period. Like exhaustive search it does
considers all possible decision choices. Hence from one node utmost 16 new nodes are generated. Table
5.2 shows the result obtained when this algorithm was used.
Year vehicle 1 vehicle 2 vehicle 3 Decision
i1 jl i2 j2 i3 j3
0 1 3 2 8 3 12 RRR
1 1 0 1 5 1 5 KKK
2 2 5 2 5 2 10 KKK
3 3 10 3 10 3 10 RRR
4 1 0 1 5 1 5 KKK
5 2 5 2 5 2 10 " KKK,
6
.3 -10 3 10 3 10 RRR
".
7 1 0 1 5 1 5 KKK
8 2 5 2 5 2 10 KKK
9 3 10 3 10 .3 10 RRR
Tabl~5.2: Optimal schedule using demand allocation approximation
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5.2.3 Decision Approximation
To use this approximation we need to first determine the economic life frontier of vehicle. As discussed in
4.1.1, different frontiers are generated for different decision type due to economy of scale. If one vehicle
~
is to be replaced then the effective purchase cost of one vehicle comes out to be $(18,000 + 2,000/1).
The-frontier corresponding to r = 1 is shown in Figllf~5.1. If decision type is to replace two vehicles
then the purchase cost is equal to $(18,000 + 2,000/2) and the corresponding frontier for r = 2 is shown
_ in Figure 5.2. For decision type replace one and replace two, each.-Qf the vehicle states are compared to
their corresponding frontier. The frontier with r = 1, is used to select which one out of three vehicles
is to be replaced. Similarly to select two vehicles to be replaced frontier with r = 2 is used. Mter the
replacement decision all possible utilization combinations are evaluated and considered. Based on this
approach the solution to the problem is given in Table 5.3
Table5.3: Optimal schedule using decision approximation
Year vehicle 1 vehicle 2 vehicle 3 Decision
il jl i2 j2 i3 j3
0 1 3 2 8 3 12 KRR
1 2 7 1 1 1 5 KKK
2 3 7 2 6 2 10 KKK
3 4 12 3 11 3 10 RRR
4 1 0 1 5 1 5 KKK
5 2 5 2 ' 5 2 10 KKK
6 3 10 3 10 3 10 RRR
7 1 0 1 5 1 5 KKK
8 2 5 2 5 2 10 KKK
9 3 10 3 10 3 10 RRR
5.2.4 Proposed Integrated Approximation
In this report we have proposed an algorithm that integrates both demand allocation approximation
and decision approximation. The optimal replacement and utilization schedule obtained by using this
integrated approximation algorithm is given in Table 5.4.
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Table5.4: Optimal schedule using integrated approximation algorithm
Year vehicle 1 vehicle 2 vehicle 3 Decision
i1 jl i2 j2 i3 j3
0 1 3 2 8 3 12 RRR
1 1 0 1 5 1 5 KKK
2 2 5 2 5 2 10 KKK
3 3 10 3 10 3 10 RRR
4 1 0 1 5 1 5 KKK
5 2 5 2 5 2 10 KKK
6 3 10 3 10 3 10 RRR
7 1 0 1 5 1 5 KKK
8 2 5 2 5 2 10 KKK
I
9 3 10 3 10 3 10 RRR
5.2.5 Relaxed Integrated Approximation
In the integrated approximation algorithm, to decide which assets are to be replaced we first make an
economic life frontier check. In the relaxed algorithm, assets are not required to be above the frontier to
be selected for replacement. Assets are ranked in a decreasing order of their characteristic values, which
are based on their age and cumulative utilization level. For replace one decision type the asset with
maximum characteristic value is replaced and for replace two decision type top two assets are selected.
The solution obtained by implementing this algorithm is shown in Table 5.5.
Table5.5: Optimal schedule using relaxed integrated approximation
Year vehicle 1 vehicle 2 vehicle 3 Decision
i1 jl i2 j2 i3 j3
,0 1 3 2 8 3 12 RRR
1 1 0 1 5 1 5 KKK
2 2 5 2 5 2 10 KKK
3 3 10 3 10 3 10 RRR
4 1 0 1 5 1 5 KKK
5 2 5 2 5 2 10 KKK
6 3 10 3 10 3 10 RRR
7 1 0 1 5 1 5 KKK
8 2 5 2 5 2 10
-
KKK·
9 3 10 3 10 3 10 RRR :
. - .. ,
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5.2.6 Policy-l
Previous replacement problems were solved to only determine replacement schedules and periodic de-
mand allocation were done using some other criteria. Some commonly criteria are to maximize allocation
to the vehicle with maximum usage. In policy-I, each asset is assigned a characteristic value based on
age and utilization. The vehicle with the maximum characteristic value is assigned the maximum pe>s-
sible utilization (5 units for this example). Another 5 units are allocated to vehicle with second most
characteristic value. The vehicle with minimum characteristic value is assigned a utilization of either
ounit if demand is 10 or a utilization of 2 unit when demand is 12. The resulting solution using this
policy is shown in Table 5.6.
Table5.6: Optimal schedule using Policy-l
Year vehicle 1 vehicle 2 vehicle 3 Decision
i1 jl i2 j2 . i3 j3
0 1 3 2 8 3 12 KKR
1 2 8 3 13 1 0 RRK
2 1 5 1 0 2 5 KKK
3 2 10 2 0 3 10 RKR
4 1 0 3 5 1 5 KKK
5 2 0 4 10 2 :!-O KRR
6 3 5 1 5 1 0 KKK
7 4 10 2 10 2 0 RRK
8 1 5 1 0 3 5 KKK
9 2 10 2 0 4 10 RRR
.~
5.2.7 Policy-2
Its demand allocation criteril;!. is exactly opposite to policy-I. Here we allocate maximum load to an
. ,
asset with minimum characteristic value. Table 5.7 shows the result obtained using this policy.
. "
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Table5.7: Optimal schedule using Policy-2
Year vehicle 1 vehicle 2 vehicle 3 Decision
i1 j1 i2 j2 i3 j3
0 1 3 2 8 3 12 RRR
1 1 5 1 5 1 0 KKK
2 2 10 2 5 2 5 KKK
3 3 10 3 10 3 10 RRR
4 1 5 1 5 1 0 KKK
5 2 10 2 5 2 5 KKK
6 3 10 3 10 3 10 RRR
~
7 1 5 1 5 1 0 KKK
8 2 10 2 5 2 5 KKK
9 3 10 3 10 3 10 RRR
5.3 Computational Efficiency
The above seven algorithms were written by using routines from C++. The -example was solved on
a personal computer with pentiumII 400 MHZ microprocessor and 96 MB RAM. Having compared
the optimal replacement and utilization schedule generated by each algorithm we now compare their
computational efficiency. The underlining difference between any of the above algorithms are how the
replacement decision and utilization decisions are made at each node, which in turn creates some new
nodes for the following period. After all the nodes are generated the same backward DP algorithm is used
to calculate the optimal path. Thus computational time depends on the number of nodes generated over
the horizon, demand allocation algorithm and decision algorithm. ~n Table 5.8 we' compare the solution
time required and total nodes generated by each algorithm.
Table5.8: Comparative Results
Algorithm Objective Value Solution Time Nodes Generated
Exhaustive Search DP $75,789 4338 s . . 3,644,752
.
Proposed Integrated Approximation $75,978 4723 s 2,157,984
Demand Approximation $75,978 5292 s 2,62.3,416
Decision Approximation $75,789 4267 s 3,328,256
Relaxed Integrated Approximation $75,978 4744 3,287,163
Policy-1 $80,880 1197 s. 2,589,37&
. Policy-2 $76,397 1157 s 2,594,212
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5.4 Conclusion
The optimal replacement and utilization schedule obtained by exhaustive search DP algorithm is iden-
tical to that of decision approximation algorithm. Also demand allocation approximation and relaxed
integrated approximation gives the same result as obtained by using the proposed algorithm. It can
be observed in all the solution tables, except Policy-I, that the replacement schedule and utilization
level becomes stationary early in the period. All the algorithms recommend either keep all or replace
all decision as optimal, which can be attributed to the economy of scale factor. O&M cost function
assumed for this example is highly dependent on vehlcles utilization level. It increases exponentially
with utilization level which explains why the maximum cumulative utilization level reached by an asset
is only 12 units.
Proposed algorithm generates less than two-third of the number of nodes generated by the exhaustive
search algorithm. Although the number of nodes generated are fewer the solution time is more. This
is because of excess time taken to solve demand allocation problem using embedded DP algoritnmand
economic life frontier check made at each node to make replacement decisions.
Policy-l and Policy-2 show maximum objective value deviation from optimal solution (exhaustive
search) but required very less computational time. Decision approximation algorithm gives the best
result. Its solution is optimal with least computational time and generates fewer nodes than generated
by exhaustive DP algorithm. The goal of this study is to demonstrate that the proposed algorithm show
good solution with considerable reduction in state space. This example illustrates that algorithm using
both demand allocation and decision approximation technique results in drastic state space reduction
and also provide a close to an optimal solution.
- ...
\
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Areas of Future
Research
6.1 Conclusions
This report has presented an efficient algorithm using two approximation techniques to determine the
optimal replacement schedules and periodic utilization levels for multiple assets that operate in parallel
over a finite horizon under stochastic demand. The algorithm successfully and significantly reduces
the search space. It can be used for solving large scale problems like fleet management and machine
replacement problem involving large numbers of assets.
We have demonstrated the implementation and effectiveness of the two approximation techniques:
demand allocation approximation and decision approximation. Demand approximation determines pe-
riodic demand utilization levels of assets by solving an allocation problem under the assumption that
all assets are sold at the end of the period. Decision approximation efficiently selects the assets to be
replaced by comparing their state (age and cumulative utilization level) to the economic life frontier,
which depends on the number of assets to be replaced.
6.2 Directions for Future Research
In the demand approximation technique, the utilization allocation to the assets assumed all assets are
sold at the end of the period. This as'sumption is not a true reflection of future decisions taken on. these
assets. Hence alternative approaches, such as a two period problem, to encapsulate future decisions
made on these assets, may be appropriate. .(
33.
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Proposed algorithm need to be tested for different cost functions and larger problems. To validate
the goodness of the results, its solutions can be compared with other methods such as decomposition. In
parallel replacement problem the demand constraint in each period is the only binding constraint which
if relaxed using lagrange multipliers will decompose a n-assets problem into n independent replacement
problems. This decomposition algorithm will give lower bound solutions to the problem which can be
used for large scale problems that cannot be solved by full scale DP search algorithm.
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